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MAGAZINE ADVERTISING
Each quarter (March, June, September and November), the magazine edition of Smart
Industry is delivered to nearly 30,000+ decision-makers across the U.S. industrial landscape.
Each themed issue delivers independent, need-to-know information designed around the
needs of key decision-makers:
•
Business strategists charged with envisioning the new value propositions and business
models to be enabled by digital transformation. Titles include: C-Level & General
Management
•
Technology strategists charged with determining what software, systems and underlying
architecture will allow their organizations to achieve those transformational objectives.
Titles include: CTO & IT
Operational strategists charged with the day-to-day transformation of business
•
processes and organizational structure. Titles include: Engineering, R&D, Plant
Operations & maintenance, Purchasing

CIRCULATION BREAKDOWN
Process Industries....... 35%

Discrete Industries...... 34%

Quarterly
magazine with a
total distribution
of 30,969.

FOUR-COLOR PRINT ADVERTISING RATES (NET)

Wholesale Trade/
Durable & Non Durable
Goods......................... 28%
Utilities/
Power Generation......... 2%

Qualified Print: 21,000
Qualified Digital: 9,969
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SHOWCASE YOUR EXPERTISE IN PRINT
Ideas Exchange - Sponsored Editorial Section

SPONSORED CONTENT

IDEAS EXCHANGE

Intelligent alarming leverages
Industrial IoT to reduce risks and costs

In each quarterly issue of Smart Industry magazine, our sponsored Ideas Exchange section
allows solution providers to communicate directly with the Smart Industry audience, sharing your
company’s perspective using your voice, your terminology and reflecting your domain expertise.

What’s the biggest challenge on the plant floor? According to a recent GE survey, it’s managing alarms.
But today every organization can manage alarms. With intelligent alarming and the Industrial Internet,
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companies can send the alarms that matter, when they matter, to the right person. Engineers and
operators can receive prioritized alerts with instructions, helping them react to and resolve alarms quickly.
With geo-intelligence, companies can deploy alarms to an operator, engineer or manager based on
physical location. As an example, an engineer is standing on Floor 4 in front of a mixer and an alarm
goes off related to a machine on Floor 1, which is 25 minutes away.
Does it make sense to deploy the alarm to that engineer? A geo-intelligent HMI/SCADA system can
determine that a colleague is standing 100 feet away from the machine in alarm and instead send the
signal to the closest engineer for faster, more efficient response.
By adding geo-awareness to alarming, companies can make intelligent notifications possible and
deploy alarms in a geo-context. The right information finds the right person in the right location, which is
drastically different from the traditional SCADA world and drives faster action.
In addition to deploying alarms based on location, today’s HMI/SCADA also can filter alarms to increase efficiency. According to analysts, 75 percent of all alarms are noise, and many companies want to
examine their systems and reduce the number of alarms. Even with these good intentions, integrators
and in-house engineers often need to add new ones—creating a seemingly unending cycle.
As a result, companies are forced to accept that there will always be a certain level of noise from
alarms and operators must know what to pay attention to and what not to pay attention to. A problem
arises with temporary staff operating machines or new operators coming on board. The temporary or
new personnel don’t have the experience to filter through the alarm noise and make sense of it.
With intelligent alarming fueled by the Industrial Internet, companies can take all of the raw alarms in

Modern analytics:
Who forgot the engineers?

• Ideas Exchange columns are provided as a value-added/bonus for full-page display advertisers.
Who commit to all 4 quarterly issues
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• The Smart Industry content team handles the editing, production and layout elements, ensuring
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underlying systems and apply a level of analytics to them. Modern HMI/SCADA systems can deliver the
right alarm, perhaps even a derived or intelligent alarm, to mobile devices rather than simply transferring
confusing raw data. Furthermore, fourth generation HMI/SCADA can add a layer of proactive analysis to
deliver predictive intelligent alarming. Today’s technology isn’t just about delivering the right information
after an event has happened; it is also about delivering information before a catastrophic issue occurs
and preventing it from taking place.
Consider temperature monitoring on a piece of equipment. If the temperature exceeds the upper
MICHAEL RISSE
control limit, an alarm is activated. Traditionally, an operator would now react to the alarm. Analytics
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have made it possible to evolve from being reactionary to predicting when the event will occurSeeq
and takCorporation
ing steps in advance. As an example, a food manufacturer can monitor the temperature data point, put
an analytic on it and predict the temperature based on a statistical model. The company can push
an information:
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alarm to an operator to ensure that action is taken faster before a batch is ruined.
Michael.risse@Seeq.com
Today’s HMI/SCADA is not just monitoring and visualization with alarms rolling in. For operators, HMI/
SCADA is their decision support system and alarm management is critical.
Here are two golden rules to think about:
• Don’t allow technology to complicate the operator experience.
• Use technology to improve the operator experience and manage alarms for greater efficiency.
With just a glance, operators should be able to recognize which information requires their attention
and what it indicates. You can enable smart operators with intelligent alarming for faster alarm detection, greater understanding and improved business outcomes.

• Ideas Exchange columns are unique in that they personalize your marketing efforts and
directly connect your people to prospects.
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With enough years in the process industry, some scenarios begin to look familiar, like déjà vu
all over again. The promises of a new generation of technology follow a familiar cycle of hype,
reality-check, and, if they survive the reality-check, adoption. But even with adoption as a
demonstration of success, the inertia of the installed base always wins in what becomes an
evolutionary rather than a revolutionary transition.
This reality—evolution over revolution—is of particular importance right now with respect to
process analytics for two reasons. First, far too often in process manufacturing plants, “analytics” means data silos, Microsoft Excel, and hours of manual work by process engineers so there
is a growing, if not desperate, need for a revolution to leave behind the repetitive tasks associated with creating production reports and extracting information from data.
Second, the pace and scope of recent technology innovations are overwhelming both the industry and the customer. Technology generations used to last decades, now it feels like months.
And the scope of advances in software, hardware, and data science is unparalleled as Moore’s
Law and larger commercial markets continue to drive prices for all aspects of computing to ever
lower price points.
As a result, customers are threatened, rather than encouraged, by all the new offerings. They
hear that to achieve new insights and operational gains they must move their data to the cloud,
adopt new data governance and security models, hire data scientists with expertise in machine
learning, and hire developers to build solutions on big data platforms. All by next week.
This, as we know from a history of evolution adoptions of new technologies, will prove untenable for customers in process manufacturing organizations. But starting with a typical process
plant with historians and Excel, how does a customer get from there to a modern generation of
analytics and insights?

THE EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH
We should expect that as innovative technologies mature they will evolve to easier-to-use offerings in order to grow their audience of potential customers. Thus, rather than forcing customers
to do lots of work to adopt the recent wave of innovations, vendors will begin delivering innovations in a more application-style experience instead of as APIs and platforms with often overwhelming IT requirements. We’re already familiar with this approach in our consumer software
experience where voice recognition, Google-like search, and product recommendations are part
of our every day experience.
These application experiences—visual, interactive, intuitive—will be designed for use by
existing employees, specifically process engineers with the experience, expertise, and education to investigate alarms, write reports, and optimize production outcomes. They will empower
these users with productivity tools and features to help them assemble, cleanse, search (like
Google), visualize, contextualize, investigate, and share insights from process data.
And this is the critical issue. Somewhere in the storm of recent innovations regarding technologies, processing speeds, costs, and hardware the question of “who is it for?” has been
forgotten. At an asset level, yes, there are opportunities for automated review and analytics on
performance. But given the variability and constant state of change that defines process and
batch operations, engineers have the most immediate need for a new generation of analytics
solutions. Whoever has forgotten them has forgotten the point of the whole exercise.
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